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Spanish National Court is looking for one person who was helping Coulibay
Terrorist was in Madrid last January 1

Madrid, 16.01.2015, 08:53 Time

USPA NEWS - Spanish judges and cops are looking for one person who was helping to the islamic terrorist Amédy Coulibay and his
wife, Hayat Boumedienne, in Madrid. The jihadist and Boumedienne, now the most searched woman, was in the Spanish capital from
December 31 to January 2.

Before that Coulibay was traveling to Paris for murdering a police officer and attack a Jewish supermarket. Boumedienne traveled to
Turkey and from there arrived to Syria on January 8. The coordination between the French and Spanish police has allowed follow the
terrorists movements, and open a new channel of research to try to find the person or persons who helped the couple during their stay
in Spain.

Police suspect Coulibay had a support network in Spain that could provide the jihadist accommodation, phones, money and perhaps
false documents that allow free movement. Known not used a credit card in your name or known by researchers phones. Nor has to be
accommodated in any hotel, hostel or pension, as the police received information about the identity of the clients of these
establishments and have not found their names in the record books.

Support networks were very important in the flight of the survivors of the terrorist attacks of March 11, 2004 in Madrid, and
researchers believe that now in the same case. These networks hide, protect and assist terrorists, capture new fans to jihadism and
send them to Syria and Iraq to train and complete their violent formation. The Spanish police have identified fifty jihadist sympathizers
who proselytize on the Internet and in mosques. Now it comes to find out if any of those people could help Coulibay or if the person
suspected met in Madrid and could help someone is not signed by the Police. The National Court Judge Eloy Velasco in the front, has
opened proceedings to clarify these facts.

Article online:
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